Bagatelle

THIN
LIGHT
REGULAR
MEDIUM
BOLD
HEAVY
VARIABLE

Bagatelle is the simple manifestation of an alphabet constructed with basic
line-and-circle geometry then taken to its aesthetic and technological extremes. Its
idea is rooted in decades-old designer debates about the merits of drawing letterforms with a ruler and a compass, overall transformational subtleties in typography,
and the limits of adaptive morphing in current technologies. The alphabet takes its
skeletal cue from a logo mark designed by Fabio Nicoli in 1974 for Supertramp's
breakthrough album Crime of the Century, which was playing on repeat during the
design and engineering process.
The development of Bagatelle (named after the forefather of so many ball-and-stick
table games) was an ideal interpolative playground. The design movement control
works along two axes — a sticks axis changing the weight of the lines and a balls
one changing the weight of the circles. The final product is a six-font family ranging
in weight from Thin to Heavy, along with a variable font that allows the discerning
expert typographer easily controlled precision within those weights.
Pan-European language support (Latin, Cyrillic and Greek, with more than 1500
glyphs per font) is included in Bagatelle, along with plenty of OpenType features,
from ligatures of the standard and discretionary varieties all the way to a plethora of
stylistic variants (alternates, swashes, unicase forms and so on). This document is a
pleasant dip into the versatility of this multi-faceted typeface and a showcase of its
various stylistic and typographic features.

STYLISTIC ALTERNATES

AAAAA·BBBBB·CCCC·DDD
EEEE·FFFF·GGGGG·H·II·JJJ
KKKKK·L·MMMM·NNNN·O
PPPP·QQQQ·RRRRR·SSSS·T·U
VVV·WWWW·X XXXX·Y YYY
ZZ·Æ ÆÆÆ·Œ·Þ·&&&·??
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STYLISTIC ALTERNATES

aaa·bbbb·cc·ddddd·eeee·fff·ggggg
hh·i·jjj·kk·l·mm·nn·o·ppppp·qqqqq·rr
ssss·tttt·uu·vv·www·xxx·yyyy·z
INITIAL CAPS

UNICASE FORMS

SWASH CAPS

BCGK aemnru AÆKKK
LPRS yZæœ RRУ
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agatelle is the great grandfather of the
current parlor games pinball and
pachinko. In 1700s France, many table
games involving sticks and balls were
played indoors when inclement weather
prohibited such outdoor pastimes as
croquet and ground billiards.
Originally, players would strike ivory balls up a nine foot
inclined table with sticks or cues, avoiding pins to ricochet
balls into target holes. A number of variations on this theme
were developed and eventually a portable version evolved
using small steel ball bearings and a stationary plunger.
The game became popular in America when French soldiers
carried their favorite bagatelle tables with them while
helping to fight the British during the Revolutionary War.
Today vintage bagatelle boards can be found in antique
shops and there are still a few specialty toy manufacturers
that produce them in their natural wooden form.

CYRILLIC

ААААА·БББ·ВВВВВ·Г·ДДДД·ЕЕ
ЖЖЖЖ·З·ИИ·KKKKK·Л Л·ММ·Н
О·ПП·РРРР·ССС·Т·У·Ф·Х ХХХХ·Ц·ЧЧ
Ш·ЪЪЪ·ЬЬ·ЫЫЫ·ЭЭ·Ю·Я ЯЯЯЯ
ааа · ббб · ввв · г·ддд· еее · жж · зз · и · кк ·лл
м · н · о · ррррр· сс· т · уу · ф · ххх · ц · чч · ш ·ъъъ
ыыы · ььь· ээ · ю · яяя
AKRRRΛYЯЯЯaeBЖKPCЯЅ

GREEK

ААААА·ВВВВВ·Г·Δ·ΕΕΕ·Ζ·Η
Θ·ΙΙ·KKKKK·Λ Λ·ΜΜ·ΝΝ·Ξ·Ο
Π·ΡΡΡΡ·Σ·Τ·Υ ΥΥ·Φ·X XXXX·Ψ·Ω
α · ββ ·γ·δ· εε ·ζ· ηη · θ · ι · κ ·λ· μ · ν · ξξ · ο · ππ
ρρρρ· σσς ·τ· υυ· φφ ·χχχ · ψ · ωω
АKKKЛ YaenВKΡ
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The variable font Bagatelle VF is available as a
complementary offering with the purchase of a
license for the Bagatelle family. This variable font
allows for precise optical weight adjustments along
two design axes. To control the thickness of the
straight lines, simply change the value of the sticks
axis, and to control the weight of the circles, change
the value of the balls axis. In programs that support
variable fonts, the axes’ values can be changed via
scrollbars if available or manually in an input box.
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The four outer planets farthest from the Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune are much larger than the inner planets and are made
primarily of gases and liquids, so they are called the Gas Giants.

MERCURY
VENUS
EARTH
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
URANUS
NEPTUNE

